
Overview
The rising cost of funding pension benefit obligations is one of the most persistent fiscal headwinds facing many 
U.S. cities. This fact sheet updates The Pew Charitable Trusts’ 2009 report on city pension funding, “A Widening 
Gap in Cities: Shortfalls in Funding for Pensions and Retiree Health Care,” which presented data for 61 cities.  
This update looks at 2015 data for half of these cities and three additional ones—33 in all. This update compares 
data from the height of the financial market collapse with figures six years into the recovery. Our analysis shows 
an aggregate 64 percent increase in overall pension debt, from $89 billion in 2009 to $147 billion in 2015, and a 
corresponding decline in the funded ratio (the percentage of assets the 33 cities had on hand to fund promised 
benefits), from 74 percent to 66 percent. By comparison, the 50-state funded ratio decreased from 78 percent to 
72 percent over the same period. 
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Asset levels for the selected cities increased by 12 percent, from $249 billion to $279 billion, between 2009 and 
2015. However, that increase was outpaced by 26 percent growth in liabilities, from $338 billion to $426 billion. 
Moreover, the reported asset growth was driven primarily by five cities—New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, 
Nashville, and Houston. Thirteen of the cities studied reported declining assets—four of them experienced losses 
of 20 percent or more. The decline in cities’ financial position was largely the result of recognized investment 
losses that occurred during the Great Recession.

Our analysis shows a growing disparity between well-funded city systems and those in fiscal distress, similar to 
conditions in the states. For example, Charlotte, North Carolina, and Indianapolis—both of which were more than 
90 percent funded in 2009—reported improved funding levels between 2009 and 2015. The three worst-funded 
cities—Chicago, Charleston, and Pittsburgh—recorded basically static or declining funded ratios. Meanwhile, 
Milwaukee, which reported a drop in that metric of more than 20 percentage points—from 113 percent to  
92 percent funded—provides an example of how well-funded plans maintain that status. By building a surplus 
in good times, Milwaukee’s plan provided a cushion that protected the city budget during bad times while also 
ensuring that benefits continued for retirees.



Figure 1

Change in Funded Ratios, 2009-15 
Most cities recorded declines

Sources: Public documents or information provided by city or plan officials, mainly comprehensive annual financial reports produced by  
each city, pension plan actuarial reports and valuations
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Pew selected 30 of the original 61 cities reported on in the earlier report, plus three additional cities—Cleveland, 
Pittsburgh, and St. Louis—to include in this update. The 33 cities were selected to ensure geographic diversity,  
with no more than two cities per state; a range of funded statuses; and liabilities of at least $3 billion. This data 
will be used as a reference point in forthcoming reports that will include measurements of contribution and 
budget impact. 

Key findings 
The data reveal that among the 33 cities, jurisdictions with well-funded plans remained so while systems with 
lower funded ratios in 2009 declined the most. 

Four of the five cities with funded ratios of at least 90 percent remained at that level. (The exception, Detroit, 
became in 2013 the largest city to file for bankruptcy.)1 The same tools that helped these cities achieve fiscal 
health before the recession also seem to have allowed them to maintain high funding levels through the downturn 
and subsequent recovery. 

The four cities that were less than 50 percent funded in 2009—Charleston; Pittsburgh; Providence, Rhode Island; 
and Omaha, Nebraska—continued to have funded ratios below 50 percent, and five additional cities joined this 
category, most notably Chicago. The persistent fiscal distress of these cities demonstrates the challenge of 
restoring poorly funded plans to fiscal health and the impact of falling short on making required contributions. 
Chicago, the largest city in the sample with severely underfunded pension plans, recorded a major drop in its 
funded ratio, from 52 percent in 2009 to 23 percent in 2015, while pension debt almost tripled from $12 billion to 
$34 billion. Pew’s research in a forthcoming report will show how persistently low funded ratios lead to pension 
costs taking up an increasing share of the budget, making it more difficult for lawmakers to fund other important 
public services. In Chicago, for example, 2015 pension contributions consumed 15 percent of city revenue, 
excluding revenue from city-run businesses such as Midway and O’Hare airports. A recent analysis by Pew  
using 2017 data of five cities including Chicago found a range of pension contributions as a share of city revenue 
from 9 to 16 percent.2

Phoenix, Arizona, and Dallas also faced the most precipitous declines. Phoenix’s funding levels fell 22 percentage 
points between 2009 and 2015, to 51 percent. The city also reported the fourth-largest percentage increase 
in liabilities, the result of rising costs from generous cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs) and low investment 
returns. Reform passed in 2016 may help alleviate the funding challenges over time. Dallas recorded the largest 
drop in the funded ratio, falling from 87 percent in 2009 to 39 percent in 2015—due largely to the city’s police 
and fire plan, whose 10-year investment returns through 2015 were the lowest performing of more than 100 state 
and city pension funds that Pew tracks. The plan also offered unusually generous deferred retirement option plan 
(known as DROP) benefits; participants were guaranteed at least 7 percent returns on their accounts and could 
leave their money in indefinitely.

Nashville, Minneapolis, and Atlanta, on the other hand, showed the greatest improvement between 2009 and 
2015. For example, Nashville reported a 19-point increase in its funded ratio, due to high returns in 2014, as well 
as progress on reducing debt for the city’s five closed plans. Minneapolis’ funded ratio jumped 10 points, to  
82 percent, due to the merger of the Minneapolis Employees Retirement Fund and the state-run Minnesota 
General Employees Fund. And Atlanta improved its funded ratio from 60 percent to 69 percent, due in part to 
2011 reforms that increased employee contributions, reduced COLAs, and moved most new workers into a hybrid 
plan that blends a smaller pension with a defined contribution account. 



Conclusion
Between 2009 and 2015, Pew’s sample of 33 cities reported growing pension debt and declining funded levels. 
Most cities recorded a decline in financial position; however, cities in good financial shape heading into the 
Great Recession tended to emerge from it in similar condition while cities already undergoing financial distress 
experienced further declines. Pew’s next update, scheduled for release in late 2019, will build on this analysis, 
including additional metrics of fiscal health.

Appendix A: Methodology
All figures presented are as reported in public documents or as provided by city or plan officials. The main data 
sources were the comprehensive annual financial reports produced by each city, pension plan actuarial reports 
and valuations, and other city or plan documents that disclose financial details about public employment 
retirement systems. Pew provided each plan the opportunity to review and verify the data. In total, data for  
100 pensions in 33 cities were collected. 

The cities were selected based on several criteria, starting with a list derived from the 61 cities included in Pew’s 
“A Widening Gap in Cities” report in 2013. The 33 cities in our data collection were selected to ensure geographic 
diversity, with a limit of two cities per state; a range of funded statuses; and liabilities of at least $3 billion. These 
cities represent 26 percent of city unfunded liabilities and are located in 28 states. 

Pew assigns funding data to a year based on the valuation period rather than when the data are reported. 
Because of lags in valuation for many city pension plans, only partial fiscal year 2016 data are available; 2015 is 
the most recent year for which comprehensive data are available for all 33 cities.

Each city retirement system uses different key assumptions and methods in presenting its financial information. 
Pew made no adjustments or changes to the presentation of aggregate city asset or liability data for this 
analysis. Assumptions underlying each city’s funding data included the expected rate of return on investments 
and estimates of employee life spans, retirement ages, salary growth, marriage rates, retention rates, and other 
demographic characteristics.

Although accounting standards dictate how pension data must be estimated for reporting purposes, city pension 
plans use different actuarial assumptions or methods for the purpose of calculating contributions. Pew has 
consistently used reported data based on public accounting standards in order to have comparable information 
on plan financials. 

Public pension plans included in this research are characterized as single employer or multiemployer. 
Multiemployer plans, in which several governments participate in a single plan, are further delineated as agent 
or cost-sharing. Employers in an agent plan share administrative costs and pool investments; separate actuarial 
calculations are made from each participating government, and separate accounts are maintained to ensure that 
each employer’s contributions are used for employees of that specific government. In a cost-sharing plan, the 
costs of financing benefits and administering the plan and assets are pooled among employers.

When cities were part of local or state cost-sharing plans and did not report certain data points, Pew calculated 
these figures by applying the city’s reported proportional share of the net pension liability to the specific data 
point for the total plan. 



2009  2015

City Assets Liabilities Pension 
debt  

Funded 
ratio  Assets  Liabilities Pension 

debt  
Funded 

ratio

Atlanta, GA  1,895,781  3,171,337  1,275,556 60%  2,781,749  4,021,810  1,240,061 69%

Baltimore, MD  4,025,599  4,704,012  678,413 86%  4,021,951  5,803,464  1,781,513 69%

Boston, MA  1,825,188  3,066,852  1,241,665 60%  2,044,365  3,666,365  1,622,000 56%

Charleston, WV  64,755  270,042  205,287 24%  106,013  421,281  315,268 25%

Charlotte, NC  1,287,224  1,366,169  78,946 94%  1,843,126  1,889,493  46,367 98%

Chicago, IL  13,051,349  24,970,808  11,919,459 52%  10,084,135  43,930,303  33,846,168 23%

Cleveland, OH  2,223,405  2,994,541  771,136 74%  2,394,692  3,196,816  802,124 75%

Columbus, OH  3,874,498  5,239,772  1,365,274 74%  3,529,246  4,852,283  1,323,037 73%

Dallas, TX  6,435,589  7,358,738  923,150 87%  5,901,789  14,947,793  9,046,004 39%

Denver, CO  3,326,010  3,823,000  496,990 87%  3,412,458  4,732,253  1,319,795 72%

Detroit, MI  7,357,611  7,910,366  552,755 93%  5,367,457  6,696,491  1,329,034 80%

Honolulu, HI  1,745,572  2,700,468  954,896 65%  2,525,583  4,046,112  1,520,529 62%

Houston, TX  8,777,500  11,029,600  2,252,100 80%  10,638,718  15,979,304  5,340,587 67%

Indianapolis, IN  1,087,789  1,162,283  74,495 94%  1,290,963  1,314,097  23,134 98%

Jackson, MS  330,116  505,870  175,754 65%  339,593  565,758  226,165 60%

Los Angeles, CA  31,233,510  35,063,066  3,829,556 89%  39,353,982  47,513,870  8,159,888 83%

Louisville, KY  817,360  1,202,000  384,640 68%  958,323  1,652,849  694,526 58%

Memphis, TN  3,014,249  3,576,824  562,575 84%  3,588,496  4,065,305  476,809 88%

Milwaukee, WI  4,823,970  4,269,000  (554,970) 113%  3,990,710  4,340,124  349,414 92%

Minneapolis, MN  1,834,603  2,540,363  705,760 72%  2,819,365  3,431,231  611,866 82%

Appendix B: Detailed city data  
(thousands of dollars)

Continued on next page



2009  2015

City Assets Liabilities Pension 
Debt  

Funded 
Ratio  Assets  Liabilities Pension 

Debt
Funded 

Ratio

Nashville, TN  2,263,497  3,106,649  843,152 73%  4,673,539  5,053,174  379,635 92%

New Orleans, LA  1,224,092  1,993,294  769,202 61%  827,653  1,724,136  896,484 48%

New York, NY  104,010,200  148,586,000  44,575,800 70%  124,031,990  176,030,970  51,998,980 70%

Omaha, NE  618,600  1,429,000  810,400 43%  826,335  1,712,631  886,295 48%

Philadelphia, PA  11,401,451  18,336,618  6,935,167 62%  8,804,142  17,986,828  9,182,686 49%

Phoenix, AZ  3,716,423  5,115,388  1,398,965 73%  4,110,142  7,984,240  3,874,099 51%

Pittsburgh, PA  395,533  1,014,187  618,654 39%  377,803  1,229,098  851,295 31%

Portland, OR  2,740,576  5,461,515  2,720,939 50%  2,484,551  5,576,628  3,092,076 45%

Providence, RI  791,601  1,874,402  1,082,801 42%  705,222  1,866,701  1,161,479 38%

San Francisco, CA  16,712,345  17,256,773  544,428 97%  20,121,839  22,466,725  2,344,886 90%

Seattle, WA  3,736,118  4,606,105  869,988 81%  3,425,186  4,584,761  1,159,575 75%

St. Louis, MO  1,844,462  2,081,586  237,125 89%  1,768,360  2,323,833  555,473 76%

Wilmington, DE  201,424  322,891  121,467 62%  305,337  447,332  141,996 68%

 248,687,998  338,109,519  89,421,522 74%  279,454,811 426,054,058  146,599,248 66%



Contact: Sarah Jones, communications officer 
Email: sjones@pewtrusts.org 
Project website: pewtrusts.org/pensions

For further information, please visit: 
pewtrusts.org/pensions

The Pew Charitable Trusts is driven by the power of knowledge to solve today’s most challenging problems. Pew applies a rigorous, analytical 
approach to improve public policy, inform the public, and invigorate civic life. 

Endnotes
1 For more detail on Detroit’s bankruptcy and the city’s pension systems, see The Pew Charitable Trusts, “The Challenge of Meeting 

Detroit’s Pension Promises” (2018), https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/reports/2018/03/the-challenge-of-meeting-
detroits-pension-promises. 

2 The Pew Charitable Trusts, “A Stress Test of Philadelphia’s Retirement System: How the City’s Pension Plan Would Perform Under 
Various Scenarios” (2019), https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/issue-briefs/2019/04/a-stress-test-of-philadelphias-
retirement-system.
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